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Features

DocuExpert is an end-to-end analytical software solution that provides precise summarization and 
highlighting of critical information present in large documents thereby reducing high cost and time involved 
in manual inspection of digital documents. It uses AI, Machine Learning, Information Retrieval Algorithms, Big Data 
resulting in a robust and scalable solution.

Time-consuming tasks

Prioritizing business opportunities
Burgeoning inefficiency 

Oversight risks & rescissions
Unstructured information
Outdated technologies

Highlight

Extract 

Critical Information

Summarize 

Effective and efficient document synopsis 
Summarize hundreds of pages of information in one go
Streamlining of operations and resources
Save exorbitant costs and oversight and fraud risks

DocuExpert 
supports

Redaction

Fraud Detection

DocuExpert



DocuExpert is an AI and a big data-powered software 
solution designed for professionals such as Life 
Underwriters, Financial Consultants, Lawyers, Doctors, 
Pharma professionals, M&A practitioners, Government 
agencies and other professionals who need to go 
through high volume, high impact digital documents to 
make agile, informed and effective business decisions.

Who Is DocuExpert For?

DocuExpert enables you to review your business documents in a matter of minutes rather than hours and days. Increases 
effectiveness in document review processes by avoiding oversight scenarios so that your risk exposure is reduced. 
Summarizer supports searchable & non searchable document types including Word, Excel, PDF, scanned PDF, 
JPEG, and PNG enabling you to rapidly extract and review critical information across a wide range of documents.
Enables you to achieve efficient decision making and streamlined operations.

Why should you use DocuExpert?

Group
Leaders

Managers

Document Review
Professionals

Role based document reviews 
within and across teams
Comments, discussions, rebuttals, 
section-based document reviews
Employee performance and use 
case specific insights
Prescriptive insights for efficient 
workforce deployment

Bird’s-eye view of process efficacy 
and resource utilization across 
groups
Optimal workforce deployment
Revenue optimization 

Dynamic assignment of workforce 
for optimal operations
Robust, agile and defensible 
document reviews
Finer understanding & actions
Employee insights for better 
management

Get access to key information in 
minutes and make effective but 
faster decisions
Optimize document review work
Get direct access to quantitative 
information 
Systematic review of documents
Solve ‘needle in haystack’ faster
Work assignment and reporting 
streamlined with less 
communication overhead and 
stress

Pursue documents in searchable and 
non-searchable file formats 
Detect Handwritten sections, 
Headings, Languages, Date, People, 
Location, Emotion in sentences, Q&A 
pages
Triage Documents, Pages, Sections
Extract Quantitative sentences, 
Infographics, Affirmative sentences
Group similar Documents and Pages 
based on content/layout
Highlight key concepts in bulk
Redact sensitive information
Fraud Detection, Workflow 
management 

Features Roles Benefits

Detailed status of business decisions, 
revenues, operational efficacy
Prescriptive insights on resource 
deployment
Predictive insights on category-wise 
revenues



24x7 Tech 
Support

Next Generation 
Technologies

Easily 
Deployable

Instant Savings 
in Time & Money

Integrated Document 
Analysis 

Customizable 
Solution

Why Choose Us?

Manufacturing Pharma Supply Chain FinanceReInsurance
& Insurance 

Legal Real Estate Healthcare Aircraft Leasing M&A Government

Industries that benefit from DocuExpert

SCAN TO CONNECT

Does my data have to be stored on StatValu 
servers?
No. We don’t store any of your data on our 
servers. Our software is desktop-based ensuring 
your data stays on your computer.  We use secure 
cloud solutions such as Microsoft Azure for some 
basic processing of your data. Even in these 
situations, Microsoft does not store any data of 
yours. If you want scalability, we can host a 
scalable version of DocuExpert software on your 
cloud servers so that data security and privacy are 
still under your control.

What file types does DocuExpert handle 
while processing our documents? 
DocuExpert handles Scanned PDFs (the hardest 
to process), PDFs, Microsoft Word & Excel.

How large can our documents be that we 
can process on DocuExpert?
As large as you want the document to be.

How much time is involved in DocuExpert 
installation?
Few minutes to a couple of hours depending on 
the type of computers your team uses for day to 
day operations.

How much time does DocuExpert take to 
analyse a few hundred pages document? 
Less than a minute.

Can our teams perform a comprehensive 
analysis of documents in various file 
formats?
Yes. DocuExpert considers a single document or a 
collection of documents (and they can be in 
different formats) to perform a comprehensive 
analysis and help you understand critical 
information in those documents.

Do you analyse non-English content?
No.  We only detect non-English content.  All 
analytics and insights derived by DocuExpert are 
based on English.

Why should I use DocuExpert?
It enables you to review your business documents 
in a matter of minutes rather than hours and days. 
It increases effectiveness in document review 
processes by avoiding oversight scenarios so that 
your risk exposure is reduced resulting in more 
efficient decision making, more efficient labour 
and time management and streamlining of 
operations.
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Big Data Engineering
Natural Language Processing
Deep IP developed in house by PhD 
computer scientists

Image Processing  
Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence 

Sophisticated technologies that make our product: 

      info@statvalu.com       India: +91 9972279641, +91 9916910115   UK: +44 2030867442       www.statvalu.com 

https://twitter.com/statvaluz
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVCYiJn-F-OX9YD8iWczpXQ
https://in.linkedin.com/company/statvalu



